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Nevada Security Company Acquires North American Clients
Sting Alarm Increases Client Base and Resources with Acquisition of Certicom Security Accounts

January 19, 2009, Henderson NV – Sting Alarm, a leading provider of advanced security and monitoring systems,
has recently taken over the management of thousands of security monitoring accounts. Sting Alarm moved to
acquire the accounts of Dallas Texas based Certicom Security in early January to expand its client base and increase
the company reach outside of Nevada.
The acquisition of these new accounts gives Las Vegas based Sting Alarm a new national presence. Sting Alarm will
now service thousands of commercial accounts throughout North America. The new accounts represent some of
the largest franchises in the country, and allow Sting Alarm to further develop its brand as a leading security and
monitoring provider.
“We we’re looking to expand on the success of our Las Vegas operations by looking into other markets,” said
Jonathan Fine, President of Sting Alarm. “With the acquisition of these new accounts, we can immediately begin
building on our existing client base and work with some amazing new clients all across the country. We’re very
excited about the opportunity to build our brand and offer new services.”
Founded in Las Vegas Nevada in 2003, Sting Alarm has embraced emerging technologies to employ robust and
reliable security and monitoring solutions. By evolving within an increasingly advanced field, Sting Alarm has
managed to become one of the fastest growing security companies in the United States. Sting Alarm was awarded
nd
INC Magazine’s 500 fastest growing companies in 2008, ranking 2 in the security industry. With many high profile
clients that have come to rely on outstanding service and advanced monitoring solutions, Sting Alarm will continue
to offer new products and expand its client base.
Learn more about Sting Alarm and its family of companies at www.stingsystems.com

